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Abstract Auroral arcs and diffuse auroras are common phenomena at high latitudes, though
characteristics of their source plasma and fields have not been well understood. We report the first
observation of fields and particles including their pitch‐angle distributions in the source region of auroral
arcs and diffuse auroras, using data from the Arase satellite at L ~ 6.0–6.5. The auroral arcs appeared and
expanded both poleward and equatorward at local midnight from ~0308 UT on 11 September 2018 at Nain
(magnetic latitude: 66°), Canada, during the expansion phase of a substorm, while diffuse auroras covered
the whole sky after 0348 UT. The top part of auroral arcs was characterized by purple/blue emissions.
Bidirectional field‐aligned electrons with structured energy‐time spectra were observed in the source region
of auroral arcs, while source electrons became isotropic and less structured in the diffuse auroral region
afterwards. We suggest that structured bidirectional electrons at energies below a few keV were caused by
upward field‐aligned potential differences (upward electric field along geomagnetic field) reaching high
altitudes (~30,000 km) above Arase. The bidirectional electrons above a few keV were probably caused by
Fermi acceleration associated with the observed field dipolarization. Strong electric‐field fluctuations and
earthward Poynting flux were observed at the arc crossing and are probably also caused by the field
dipolarization. The ions showed time‐pitch‐angle dispersion caused by mirror reflection. These results
indicate a clear contrast between auroral arcs and diffuse auroras in terms of source plasma and fields and
generation mechanisms of auroral arcs in the inner magnetosphere.
Plain Language Summary Auroral arcs or curtains are a familiar phenomenon seen at high
latitudes, and aurora is also present in diffuse form. In near‐Earth space, plasmas and electric and
magnetic fields are known to have interactions that cause the auroral phenomena, but a direct link between
measurements in space and the corresponding auroras near the surface has been hard to make. The Arase
satellite carries advanced plasma and field instruments allowing detailed study of conditions in space, so
campaign observations were carried out at Nain, Canada, in September 2018, at a time when it was expected
to be connected to the region by following magnetic field lines. Both discrete and diffuse auroras were
observed from the ground, while in space electrons and ions were observed, whose characteristics changed
depending on whether the spacecraft was lined up with discrete auroras, or later, with diffuse auroras. The
auroras and particles changed with time due to a “substorm,” which made the auroras brighten while
making the particles more energetic. The observations suggest mechanisms by which the particles may be
energized during substorms, with direct measurements in the source region.
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1. Introduction
Discrete and diffuse auroras are two major auroral forms (e.g., Davis, 1978). The former are often called aur-
oral arcs, which show a curtain‐like shape elongated over a large longitudinal range. Auroral arcs are caused
by electrons accelerated downward by a field‐aligned potential difference between the magnetosphere and
the ionosphere (e.g., Frank & Ackerson, 1971; Reiff et al., 1988). This downward electron acceleration is
caused to maintain the upward field‐aligned current generated in the magnetosphere through plasma flow
shear, forming an elongated structures of the auroral arcs in the ionosphere, as theoretically modeled in pre-
vious studies (e.g., Chiu & Schulz, 1978; Haerendel, 1990; Hasegawa & Sato, 1979; Lyons, 1980). Based on
these theoretical models, Lee et al. (2011) have shown using the electron density, temperature, and flux data
of Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) satellites that a
field‐aligned potential difference of 2–5 kV is necessary to maintain the typical duskside region 1 upward
field‐aligned current.
Observations of the source region of auroral arcs in the magnetosphere have been reported by various
authors (e.g., Keiling et al., 2012, for a review). Generally, simple field‐line mapping from the ionosphere
to the tail plasma sheet is unreliable to establish one‐to‐one correspondence between plasma sheet features
and the auroral arc, because in mapping inward the uncertainty is much larger than the scale of auroral fea-
tures. Thus, some key/outstanding structures are used to link physical features between the ionosphere and
themagnetosphere. For example,Wygant et al. (2000) and Keiling et al. (2004), using Polar and Cluster satel-
lites, have made the correspondence between the auroral arcs at the poleward edge of the auroral oval and
the structures at the lobe‐plasma sheet boundary. Zesta et al. (2000) used the Geotail satellite to show the
correspondence between flow bursts in the tail plasma sheet and north‐south auroral arcs near the poleward
edge of the auroral oval. Yahnin et al. (2006) also suggested using Polar and Geotail satellites that the source
of the fast plasma flows in the tail plasma sheet is conjugated with the poleward edge of the auroral bulge.
The THEMIS satellites and associated ground all‐sky camera network make it possible to investigate corre-
spondence of auroral arcs around substorm onsets to the flow structures in the tail plasma sheet (e.g.,
Nishimura et al., 2013; Shiokawa et al., 2009; Yao et al., 2013; Zesta et al., 2011). Keiling et al. (2009) showed
that auroral spiral structures and current vortices in the ionosphere correspond to plasma flow vortices
observed by the THEMIS satellites in the tail plasma sheet. Lee et al. (2013) compared accelerated electron
spectra observed by the FAST satellite with the electron spectra observed by the THEMIS satellite in the con-
jugate magnetosphere and concluded that high‐ and low‐energy precipitating electrons come from the mag-
netosphere and frommiddle altitudes, respectively, and the latter is a result of acceleration by static potential
differences.
The ambiguity of the field‐line mapping from the auroral ionosphere to the magnetosphere becomes smaller
in the inner magnetosphere where the field‐lines become less variable. Shiokawa et al. (1999) compared
storm‐time broadband electrons, which are a source of low‐latitude red aurora, observed by the Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) at low altitudes, with plasma and field variations observed by
the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES) at 6.3 Re. Motoba et al. (2015) used the
Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE) with satellites
above the ionosphere and the Van Allen Probe B (RBSP‐B) in the inner magnetosphere at L values of
~5.0–5.6. They showed that a premidnight auroral arc is connected to highly localized pressure gradients
embedded in the near‐tail region 2 upward field‐aligned current source. However, they focused on signa-
tures of field‐aligned currents, and did not show electron and ion spectra and their pitch‐angle distributions
in the source of the auroral arc. Nishi et al. (2017, 2018) investigated electron and ion spectra and pressure
variations in the source of auroral finger‐like structures in the diffuse auroral region using the Van Allen
Probes and THEMIS satellites at a radial distance of 6–8 Re. However, electron and ion spectra, their
pitch‐angle distributions, and field variations in the source of auroral arcs and diffuse auroras in the inner
magnetosphere have not been well understood yet.
In this paper, we report the first observation of electron and ion spectra, their pitch‐angle distributions, and
electric and magnetic fields in the source region of auroral arcs and diffuse auroras in the inner magneto-
sphere at L ~ 6.0–6.5 based on observations by the Arase (ERG) satellite and ground‐based instruments at
Nain, Canada, at a substorm onset. The auroral arcs are characterized by green and purple/blue emissions
at the bottom and top part of the arc, the latter of which is probably caused by resonant scattering of
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sunlight by nitrogen molecular ions. We found that the magnetospheric sources of the auroral arcs and
diffuse auroras correspond to structured and less‐structured electrons in energy‐time spectra, and the
former suggests upward field‐aligned potential difference (upward electric field along geomagnetic field)
reaches at altitudes above Arase. The earthward Poynting flux was identified associated with these
structured electrons.
2. Solar Wind and Geomagnetic Conditions
Figure 1 shows the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), solar wind parameters, and SYM‐H index obtained
from the OMNI database of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) for 10 and 11
September 2018. The timing of the auroral arc crossing by the Arase satellite at 0310 UT on 11 September
2018 is indicated by the vertical dashed line. The solar wind density increases from 5 to more than
20 cm−3 at 08–24 UT on 10 September. The solar wind speed increases from ~400 to ~550 km/s from 1200
UT on 10 September to 0600 UT on 11 September. The solar wind temperature also increases at this time.
These features are typical signatures of the arrival of a corotating interaction region (CIR) and/or stream
interaction region (SIR) (e.g., Miyoshi & Kataoka, 2005, 2008; Tsurutani et al., 2006). The density enhance-
ment prior to the arrival of high‐speed solar wind is caused by the compression of plasmas in front of the
high‐speed solar wind. The IMF becomes highly disturbed after 11 UT on 10 September. The IMF‐Bz was
negative during much of the period 11–23 UT on 10 September, initiating a weak storm condition with a
minimum SYM‐H index of −60 nT at ~2320 UT on 10 September. The IMF‐Bz again was often negative dur-
ing 03–11 UT on 11 September, causing further development of the storm with a minimum SYM‐H index of
−65 nT at 1010 UT on 11 September. The auroral arc crossing by Arase at 0310 UT took place at the begin-
ning of this second development of the storm.
Figure 2 indicates H‐ and Z‐component magnetic field variations observed at Pangnirtung (PANG),
Schefferville (SCHF), Salluit (SALU), Inukjuak (INUK), and Sanikiluaq (SNKQ) in Canada at 00–06 UT
Figure 1. (a–c) Three components of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), (d) solar wind speed, (e) density, (f)
temperature, and (g) SYM‐H index obtained from the OMNI database over 2 days (10–11 September 2018). The
vertical dashed line at 0310 UT on 11 September indicates the timing of auroral arc crossing by the Arase satellite.
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on 11 September 2019, taken fromNASA CDAWeb database. PANG is in theMACCS network (Engebretson
et al., 1995), SCHF, SALU, and INUK are in the AUTUMNX network (Connors et al., 2016), and SNKQ is
from Natural Resources Canada. The geographic latitudes and longitudes of these stations are shown in
these panels. These stations are slightly west of Nain (56.5°N, 298.3°E) where the auroral arc was observed
(see below). Unfortunately, the magnetometer data at Nain were not available on this day. The vertical
dashed line at 0310 UT on 11 September indicates the timing of auroral arc crossing by the Arase satellite.
In Figure 2, it is clearly seen that a substorm current developed from ~0310 UT in the west of Nain with the
sharpest decrease of H‐component magnetogram at SNKQ, which is 1.2 hr west in local time from Nain. At
SCHF, which is closest to Nain and in the field‐of‐view of the all‐sky camera at Nain, a negative decrease of H
started from ~02 UT. The decrease at SCHF becomes steeper and is accompanied by small perturbations
after 0310 UT. These variations are not seen at PANG (poleward of SCHF) before 0330 UT, indicating that
they are limited to latitudes close to Nain. The Z component at SCHF in Figure 2g shows abrupt decrease
at 0310 UT, indicating the development of substormwestward electrojet current at north of SCHF at the time
of interest. The sharp decrease in H‐component at SNKQ somewhat magnetically north of SCHF (and to its
west) is consistent with this localization, which is at about the latitude of Nain. INUK shows some influence
from this westward electrojet, but its influence is not seen further north at SALU at the onset time, nor yet
further north at PANG more in the magnetic meridian of Nain. These H‐ and Z‐component magnetic field
Figure 2. H‐ and Z‐component magnetic field variations observed at (a and f) Pangnirtung (PANG), (b and g)
Schefferville (SCHF), (c and h) Salluit (SALU), (d and i) Inukjuak (INUK), and (e and j) Sanikiluaq (SNKQ) in
Canada at 00–06 UT on 11 September 2019. The vertical dashed line at 0310 UT on 11 September indicates the timing of
auroral arc crossing by the Arase satellite.
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variations indicate that Nain was close to the onset latitude and slightly (~1 hr ¼ 15°) east of the onset
longitude.
3. Ground‐Based Observation at Nain, Canada
The auroral and field measurements at Nain (56.5°N, 298.3°E, magnetic latitude [MLAT]: ~66°), Canada,
were made during 11–16 September 2018, as part of the Arase‐ground conjugate observation campaign by
the “Study of dynamical variation of Particles and Waves in the Inner magnetosphere using
Ground‐based network observations (PWING)” project. An all‐sky airglow imager, an induction magnet-
ometer, a loop antenna for ELF/VLF wave measurement, and a riometer were operated at Nain during
the campaign. Details of these instruments of the PWING project were provided by Shiokawa et al. (2017).
Since a commercial power line had not been installed at the observation hut, we operated the instruments
manually by using a fuel‐powered generator with manned operation. September 11, 2018, was the first night
of the campaign observation. The all‐sky airglow imager was set to be a high‐sensitive mode with 4 × 4 bin-
ning to observe weak airglow, so its images weremostly saturated for 557.7 and 630.0 nm except for 486.1 nm
(Hβ line). In this paper we use auroral images taken by two color cameras manually operated with tripods
during the campaign nights. One was a Nikon D40 with a fish‐eye lens (Nikon, f8mm, F/2.8) operated with
an exposure time of 20 s and a detector ISO of 1600. The other was a Canon G9X with a narrow field‐of‐view
lens (f10mm, F/2.0) and was operated with an exposure time of 13 s and a detector ISO of 3200. Due to man-
ual operation of these cameras, image cadence is not fixed, but is slightly shorter than 1 min.
Figure 3 shows auroral photographs taken by the Nikon D40 with a fish‐eye lens at Nain, Canada, in the
northern‐northeastern sky at 0308–0318 UT on 11 September 2018. The attitude of the camera was fixed dur-
ing this interval. Before 0308 UT, the sky was mostly cloudy, and we were unable to make auroral observa-
tions. At 0308 UT, auroral arcs could be seen in the northern edge and near the zenith. Both auroras
extended basically in the east‐west direction. The aurora in the northern sky shows some ray structures
and has green (bottom) and blue or purple (top) colors. This northern‐sky auroral arc was masked by passing
clouds at 0310–0314 UT. At 0316 UT (Figure 3e), the clouds disappeared, and this northern‐sky auroral arc
becamemuch brighter and shifted equatorward closer to Nain. Another green aurora also appeared near the
horizon from north to northwest direction, in the north of the previous green and purple/blue aurora. These
two northern auroral arcs further move in the next image at 0318 UT (Figure 3f). The east‐west aurora near
the zenith of Nain was seen stably throughout the plotted interval and was intensified and moved
Figure 3. Auroral photographs taken by a fish‐eye lens at Nain, Canada, at 0308–0318 UT on 11 September 2018 in the northern‐northeastern sky. A Nikon D40
with a Nikon 8 mm f/2.8 lens with an exposure time of 20 s and an ISO set to 1600 was used. The sky was partially cloudy, particularly in the northeast and east
directions.
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equatorward at 0316–0318 UT. At 0318 UT the whole sky was covered by clouds again except for the north.
These auroral expansions at 0316–0318 UT coincide with the development of the substorm with onset at
~0310 UT identified by the magnetograms shown in Figure 2.
Figure 4 shows another auroral photograph taken by the Canon G9X with a narrow field‐of‐view lens at
0310–0319 UT on 11 September 2018. These photographs are focusing on the green and purple/blue auroral
arcs in the northern sky of Nain. The attitude of the camera slightly changes among these images due to
manual photographing with a loose tripod, which can be recognized as the difference of the location of
ground‐sky separation in these images. However, the four stars of the “bowl” of the Big Dipper are always
seen in the left part of the image. The right‐most two stars of the Big Dipper (top: Dubhe, bottom: Merak)
are at elevation angles of 28.5° and 23.0° and azimuth angles of 175.1° and 174.8° at 0315 UT, respectively.
We determine the direction of the north using these stars and indicate as “N” in these images.
The purple/blue aurora with weak ray structures are visible in the first image at 0310 UT. It intensified at
0315 UT (Figure 4c) with green emission at the bottom. Another green auroral arc appeared at 0316 UT pole-
ward of the previous arc. These two auroral arcs show complicated structures with some tall auroral rays in
the due north direction at 0317–0319 UT. At 0319 UT, the sky was covered by clouds.
Figure 5 shows auroral photographs taken by the Nikon D40 with a fish‐eye lens at Nain, Canada, in the
direction centered on the zenith at 0348–0356 UT on 11 September 2018. Please note that the attitude of
the camera was changed in Figure 5 compared with that of Figure 3. The camera was looking more to the
zenith of the sky in this figure. The sky became mostly clear again at this interval. North is to the bottom
right, and east is to the top right in these images, and the attitude of the camera is fixed during this interval.
We can see intense green diffuse auroras, basically extended in the east‐west direction over the whole sky
except for the northern direction. Patch‐like auroral structures, which are often seen in diffuse auroral
regions, are not seen in this diffuse aurora except for some structures developing from the south. It seems
that the auroral fragmentation into patches (e.g., Hashimoto et al., 2015; Shiokawa et al., 2014) had not
started yet at this time.
It is also interesting to note that the purple/blue auroral arcs with ray structures can be still seen in the north-
eastern direction, indicating they moved eastward from their initial position (north to northwestward) at
0308–0318 UT in Figure 3. The region of the green diffuse aurora over the whole sky and the purple/blue
auroral arcs are clearly separated by the dark region. The green diffuse aurora and the purple/blue
Figure 4. Auroral photographs taken by a narrow field‐of‐view lens at Nain, Canada, at 0310–0319 UT on 11 September 2018. A Canon G9X with a 10 mm f/2.0
lens with 13 s exposure time at ISO 3200 was used. The two stars (Dubhe and Merak) in Big Dipper are marked in (c). The bottom right part of all the images was
covered by clouds.
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auroral arcs drift continuously to the east, and the purple/blue aurora disappeared completely beyond the
eastern horizon at 0356 UT (Figure 5i).
Figure 6 shows the output voltages from the 30 MHz riometer at Nain, Canada, on 11 September 2018 (thick
curve). The thin curve is the riometer output voltages on 12 September 2018 shown as a quiet‐day reference.
The output voltages of the riometer indicate the intensity of 30 MHz radio wave from space (from the galaxy
and radio stars). Compared with the quiet day of 12 September, clear signatures of cosmic noise absorption
(CNA) are seen on 11 September 2018 after 03 UT, indicating that high‐energy (>~30 keV) electron
Figure 5. Auroral photographs taken by a fish‐eye lens at Nain, Canada at 0348–0356 UT on 11 September 2018 centered in the sky zenith. They are taken by
Nikon D40 with a fish‐eye lens (Nikon, f8mm, F/2.8), an exposure time of 20 s, and a detector ISO 1600.
Figure 6. Cosmic noise absorption (CNA) measured by the 30 MHz riometer at Nain, Canada, on 11 September 2018
(thick curve in red). The thin black curve is the CNA on 12 September 2018 shown as a quiet‐day reference. The
vertical dashed line at 0310 UT indicates the timing of auroral arc crossing by the Arase satellite.
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precipitation on the ionosphere occurred in association with the sub-
storm and the CIR storm. Although the sky condition was partly
cloudy, we can infer the development and decay of auroral activities
over Nain from these CNA variations. At 0310–0322 UT a significant
increase of the CNA took place (downward trend of curve). This CNA
probably corresponds to the intensification of the green auroral arc
around the zenith of Nain, as shown in Figure 3. After 0340 UT,
another, even larger CNA was observed, which also corresponds to
the intense diffuse aurora over the whole sky of Nain, as shown in
Figure 5. This CNA was observed continuously after 0340 UT until
the end of observation at 09 UT. If we assume the curve on 12
September 2018 as the quiet‐day curve, the maximum CNA values
are ~0.75 dB at 0310–0322 UT and ~1.0 dB at 0340–0400 UT.
4. Arase Observations
The Arase satellite was launched on 20 December 2016 into an ellip-
tical orbit which has a perigee and apogee altitudes of ~400 km and
~32,000 km (R ~ 6 Re), respectively, and an inclination of ~31°
(Miyoshi, Shinohara, et al., 2018). In this paper, we use data obtained
from low‐energy particle experiments‐electron analyzer (LEP‐e)
(Kazama et al., 2017), low‐energy particle experiments‐ion mass ana-
lyzer (LEP‐i) (Asamura et al., 2018), medium‐energy particle
experiments‐electron analyzer (MEP‐e) (S. Kasahara, Yokota,
et al., 2018), medium‐energy particle experiments‐ion mass analyzer
(MEP‐i) (Yokota et al., 2017), magnetic field experiment (MGF)
(Matsuoka et al., 2018), and Plasma Wave Experiment (PWE) (Y.
Kasahara, Kasaba, et al., 2018) with electric field detector (EFD)
(Kasaba et al., 2017) on board the Arase satellite.
During the auroral activities shown in the previous section, the footprint of the Arase satellite was in the
field‐of‐view of the all‐sky camera at Nain. Figure 7 shows the trajectory of the footprint of Arase mapped
using the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF)‐12 model (Thébault et al., 2015) (altitude:
110 km) and Tsyganenko 04 model (altitude: 100 km) (Tsyganenko & Sitnov, 2005). The points are shown
every 10 min, where orange and blue points correspond to the magnetic local times (MLT) of 23–24 and
00–01 hr MLT, respectively. The circles indicate the location where the line‐of‐sight at elevation angles of
10° and 20° crosses the altitude of 110 km.
The Arase footprint approaches Nain from the southwest and stay for a while (~0200–0330 UT) in the north-
west of Nain. Considering that the elevation angles of Merak and Duhbe are 23.0° and 28.5°, respectively, in
Figure 4, the horizon (sky‐ground separation line) corresponds to the elevation angle of ~10°, and the green
auroral arcs appeared down to this horizon in Figures 4e–4f. The footprints of Arase in Figure 7 by two dif-
ferent models are well within this 10o–110 km circle. The purple/blue/green auroral arcs appeared and
intensified in the north and northwest of Nain and expanded to both equatorward and poleward at 0310–
0320 UT. Thus, we infer that the Arase satellite crossed the source region of the auroral arc in the inner mag-
netosphere. The diffuse auroras in Figure 5 at 0348–0356 UT also appeared over the whole sky including the
footprint of the Arase satellite. This configuration provides an excellent opportunity to investigate the source
plasma and fields of the observed auroral arcs and diffuse auroras.
4.1. Correspondence Between Arase Particles and Auroras
Figure 8 shows the (a) magnetic and (b) electric field variations in solar‐magnetic (SM) coordinates, (c) mag-
netic and (d) electric field deviations from their 300 s running averages, (e) Poynting flux parallel to the
ambient magnetic field, and (f) and (g) electron and (h) and (i) ion energy‐time spectra (omni‐directional)
for low and medium energy ranges observed by the Arase satellite at 0230–0400 UT on 11 September
2018. The satellite location and universal time are shown at the bottom of these panels, where R, Lm, and
MLAT are the radial distances, L‐value, and magnetic latitude of the satellite, respectively. The L‐values
Figure 7. Trajectory of the footprint of the Arase satellite mapped using the
International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model (altitude: 110 km)
and Tsyganenko 04 (T04) model (100 km). The points are shown every 10 min,
where orange and blue points correspond to the magnetic local times (MLT) of
23–24 and 00–01 hr MLT, respectively. The circles indicate the location where
the line‐of‐sight at elevation angles of 10° and 20° crosses the altitude of 110 km.
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are defined as the McIlwain's L‐value using the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF). The
time resolution of magnetic and electric field data are the spin period of Arase (~8 s). The Arase satellite
measures two electric field components in the spin plane. The third component of the electric field was
estimated by assuming the electric field component parallel to the ambient magnetic field to be zero. The
field‐aligned Poynting flux in Figure 8e was calculated by subtracting 300 s running averages from the
electric and magnetic field data shown in Figures 8c and 8d. A detailed analysis of the electric field
components clarified that the spin plane components made the dominant contribution to the resultant
Poynting flux in this case (not shown). The particle spectra are measured in two separate energy ranges
by the LEP‐e and MEP‐e for electrons and LEP‐i and MEP‐i for ions. The color scales of these two energy
ranges are different for ions in Figure 8. The vertical dashed line indicates the reference time of 0310 UT.
During the plotted interval of 0230–0400 UT, the Arase moved from L¼ 6.0 to 6.5 approaching its apogee at
MLAT from −20.5° to −15.2° in the southern hemisphere near the midnight local time at 23.2–0.4 hr MLT.
Plasma sheet electrons and ions were continuously observed in this interval. The electron and ion character-
istic energies were high at 0230–0300 UT, decrease at 0300–0310 UT, and suddenly increase again from 0309
UT and afterwards. The high‐energy (>1 keV) electrons before 0300 UT probably corresponds to the several
east‐west green auroral arcs shown in Figure 3 near the zenith of Nain. The energy decreases of electrons
(<1 keV) and ions (<10 keV) at 0300–0310 UT correspond to the gap of the aurora between the auroral arcs
near the zenith and the purple/blue/green auroral arc in the north of Nain in Figure 3. The sudden
Figure 8. (a) magnetic and (b) electric field variations in solar‐magnetic (SM) coordinates, (c) magnetic and (d) electric field deviations from their 300 s running
averages, (e) Poynting flux parallel to the ambient magnetic field, and (f) and (g) electron and (h) and (i) ion energy‐time spectra (omnidirectional) at low and
medium energy ranges observed by the Arase satellite at 0230–0400 UT on 11 September 2018. The vertical dashed line indicates the reference time of 0310 UT.
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enhancement of electron fluxes from 0309 UT coincide with the appearance of the purple/blue/green aur-
oral arc in the north to the northwest of Nain at 0308–0319 UT in Figures 3 and 4 and the riometer absorp-
tion at 0310–0322 UT in Figure 6, associated with the development of a substorm in Figure 2. Thus, this
sudden enhancement of particle spectra indicates that the Arase succeeded in observing the source region
of these purple/blue/green auroral arcs in the inner magnetosphere. The electron spectra are mostly tempo-
rally structured until 0340 UT and become more uniform after 0340UT. The uniform spectrum probably
indicates that the Arase entered into the source region of the diffuse auroras which covered the whole sky
over Nain, as shown in Figure 5.
During the period 0310–0315 UT when Arase was most probably in the source region of the developing
purple/blue/green auroral arcs, the LEP‐e electron spectra in Figure 8g at 0309–0315 UT show a structure
somewhat similar to the inverted‐V structure which is usually observed above auroral arcs by low‐altitude
satellites and rockets and indicates field‐aligned downward acceleration of auroral electrons (e.g., Bryant
et al., 1978; Frank & Ackerson, 1971; Shiokawa & Fukunishi, 1991). Considering that the auroral arcs in
Figures 3 and 4 rapidly develop in both poleward and equatorward, the source of the arcs probably crossed
the Arase satellite multiple times and caused the observed structured electrons. The LEP‐i ion spectra in
Figure 8i show characteristic flux decrease of low‐energy ions below ~10 keV at 0312 UT simultaneously.
This may suggest that a field‐aligned upward potential difference existed above the Arase altitudes, though
Arase was at−18.4° MLAT close to the equatorial plane of themagnetosphere. Similar inverted‐V‐like struc-
tures in LEP‐e spectra can be seen in Figure 8g until 0340 UT, while the electron spectra become rather uni-
form after this time when the satellite moved into the diffuse auroral region. We will investigate these
electron and ion features further by using their pitch‐angle distribution in sections 4.3 and 5.2.
4.2. Magnetic and Electric Field Variations
In Figure 8a, the dominant component of themagnetic field is negative Bx of ~−200 nT, indicating that Arase
was in the southern hemisphere. The Bx intensity gradually decreases in the plotted interval, while the Bz
intensity is almost stable. These variations indicate that Arase was approaching the equatorial plane of
the magnetosphere, as also expected from the increasing L‐value and MLATs. At 0309–0315 UT, when
Arase was most probably in the source region of the developing auroral arcs, the magnetic field shows var-
iations in all three components. The |Bx| decrease and Bz increase suggest the field dipolarization associated
with the substorm onset in the midnight sector (e.g., Nagai, 1991). The variations in By component suggest
field‐aligned current at this time, though we cannot estimate the direction of the current by a single‐satellite
measurement.
In Figure 8b, the electric field shows significant variations at 0309–0313 UT. The Ez shows a bipolar change
from negative to positive, suggesting westward and eastward flow, respectively, under the dominant nega-
tive Bx. Thus, it contains three regions of flow shear (increase, decrease, and then increase of westward flow).
The temporal variation of a flow shear generates a field‐aligned current (Haerendel, 1990; Hasegawa &
Sato, 1979). These flow shears may correspond to each of the auroral arcs. It should be noted, however, that
the inverted‐V like shape electrons seen in Figure 8e at 0309–0315 UT have a larger scale than these three
flow shears. Thus, these electric field variations may be a large‐scale Alfvén wave generated in association
with the intensification and expansion of the auroral arcs.
The electric field Ey shows a negative excursion at 0309–0313 UT. Since the magnetic field is mainly in the
negative Bx direction, the negative Ey corresponds to the negative z (outward) direction of E x B plasma flow.
This may correspond to the poleward expansion of auroral arcs. The poleward arcs were recognized at Nain
at 0316 UT as shown in Figures 3 and 4.
The amplitude of both Ey and Ez exceeds 40 mV/m. This electric field variation is very strong in the inner
magnetosphere. Considering the Bx intensity was ~200 nT, this amplitude of electric field variation corre-
sponds to an ExB flow velocity of more than 200 km/s. We will discuss these field variations in more detail
in section 5.1.
4.3. Pitch‐Angle Distribution of Particles
In order to investigate the connection between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere related to auroras,
pitch‐angle distribution of electrons and ions are plotted in Figures 9–13. Note that differential energy
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Figure 9. Pitch‐angle distribution of low‐energy electrons from 67 eV to19.1 keV measured by the LEP‐e onboard the Arase satellite at 0230–0400 UT on 11
September 2018. The top panel (a) shows the energy‐time spectra of omni‐directional electrons, while other panels (b–h) show pitch‐angle distributions of
electrons with energies shown in the left side of the panels. The vertical dashed line indicates the reference time of 0310 UT.
Figure 10. Pitch‐angle distribution of medium‐energy electrons from 10.1 to 87.5 keV measured by the MEP‐e onboard the
Arase satellite at 0230–0400 UT on 11 September 2018. The vertical dashed line indicates the reference time of 0310 UT.
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flux are shown in Figure 9 (LEP‐e) and Figure 12 (LEP‐i); differential number flux are shown in Figures 10,
11 (MEP‐e), and 13 (MEP‐i). Figure 9 shows pitch‐angle spectra of low‐energy electrons from 67 eV
to19.1 keV measured by the LEP‐e onboard the Arase satellite at 0230–0400 UT on 11 September 2018.
The top panel (Figure 9a) shows the energy‐time spectra of omnidirectional electrons, while other panels
(Figures 9b–9h) show pitch‐angle distributions of electrons with energies shown in the left side of the
panels. The angular resolution of LEP‐e is 21.5° (Kazama et al., 2017).
At the auroral arc crossing at 0309–0315 UT, characteristic bidirectional field‐aligned electrons are observed
at almost all the energies. These field‐aligned electrons are intermittently observed until 0340 UT. It is inter-
esting to note that the intense bidirectional electrons at 0309–0315 UT and 0333–0340 UT coincide with the
enhancements of downward Poynting fluxes in Figure 8e. After 0340 UT, the pitch‐angle distribution
becomes more isotropic particularly in the main energy range above ~1 keV. This time interval corresponds
to the time when the intense diffuse aurora covered nearly the whole sky over Nain. The rather isotropic sig-
nature is also seen at 0230–0300 UT when the satellite was crossing rather stable auroras in the north of
Nain, as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 10 shows pitch‐angle distributions of medium‐energy electrons at 10.1–87.5 keV measured by the
MEP‐e onboard the Arase satellite at 0230–0400 UT on 11 September 2018. Field‐aligned electrons can be
seen only at 0310–0315 UT at the auroral arc crossing at 10.1 and 20.5 keV electrons. It is interesting to note
that electrons become purely field‐aligned at the beginning at 0310 UT, but shows loss‐cone features at later
times at 0314 UT, showing time‐pitch angle dispersion in Figures 10c and 10d. These loss‐cone features (lack
of field‐aligned electrons) continue until 0335 UT. The electrons become more isotropic after 0335 UT with
much higher flux in the diffuse auroral region.
Next we focus on MEP‐e pitch‐angle distributions within ±15° from field‐aligned directions as shown in
Figure 11. The high angular resolution (~3.5°) of MEP‐e (S. Kasahara, Yokota, et al., 2018) has enabled
Figure 11. Pitch‐angle distribution (within ±15° from field‐aligned directions) for medium‐energy electrons at energies of
(a) and (b) 42 keV, (c) and (d) 20 keV, and (e) and (f) 10 keV measured by the MEP‐e onboard the Arase satellite at
0230–0400 UT on 11 September 2018. The vertical dashed line indicates the reference time of 0310 UT. The white pixel
indicates no measurement is available at that pitch angle due to limitation of the field‐of‐view of the MEP‐e sensor.
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this detailed pitch‐angle analysis in field‐aligned direction. Considering that the ambient magnetic field
intensity was ~200 nT as shown in Figure 8, and assuming the magnetic field intensity in the ionosphere
to be 50,000 nT, the loss cone angle is estimated to be ~3.7°. At energies of ~10 keV (Figures 11e and 11f)
where the flux becomes maximum, the loss cone features (less flux at 0–3° pitch angle) can be seen most
of the plotted interval for the upward electrons near 0°. On the other hand, the loss cone seems to be
filled for the downward electrons near 180° with slightly smaller flux in the loss cone at 0309–0335 UT in
the source region of auroral arcs. After 0335 UT, less observation is available in the loss cone angle due to
a limitation of the field‐of‐view of the MEP‐e sensor, as shown by the white pixel. When the observation
in the loss cone is available after 0340 UT, the flux in the loss cone of downward electrons (near 180°) is
comparable to those outside the loss cone, indicating rather isotropic features in the diffuse auroral
region. These features are similar at energies of 20 and 42 keV in Figures 11a–11d.
Figure 12. Pitch‐angle distribution of low‐energy ions from 836 eV/q to 25.474 keV/q measured by the LEP‐i onboard the
Arase satellite at 0230–0400 UT on 11 September 2018. The top panel (a) shows the energy‐time spectra of
omnidirectional ions, while other panels (b–h) shows pitch‐angle distributions of ions with energies shown in the left
side of the panels. The vertical dashed line indicates the reference time of 0310 UT.
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In Figures 12 and 13, we plotted the pitch‐angle distributions of ions observed by LEP‐i and MEP‐i, respec-
tively. Their intervals and formats are the same as those in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. The LEP‐i distri-
bution shows interesting pitch‐angle‐time dispersion particularly at 0310–0315 UT, where the 180° ions
come first and 0° ions come later. Such dispersion can be also seen occasionally before 0250 UT and at
0315–0325 UT. Since the satellite is in the southern hemisphere, 180° is the direction from the tail toward
the earth along the magnetic field line. Similar pitch‐angle‐time dispersion can be recognized in the
MEP‐i at energies below 33.7 keV at 0310–0315 UT in Figures 13c and 13d.
5. Discussion
Although the sky condition was intermittently cloudy, we can conclude that the Arase satellite entered into
the source region of the brightening auroral arcs from 0309 UT. This is because the auroral arcs in the north-
ern sky of Nain, where the Arase footprint exists, were activated around this time, as shown in Figure 3, and
the Arase observed a drastic enhancement of electron and ion fluxes at this time. Thus, this is a unique
opportunity to investigate the source plasma of auroral arcs in the inner magnetosphere, which has not been
done previously. It is difficult to make a one‐to‐one correspondence between each auroral arc and Arase
footprint, because most of the arcs were at elevation angles below 40°. The mapping result of the auroral
arc location in geographic coordinates significantly varies depending on the assumption of the altitude of
the aurora. Here we discuss the present observations in two aspects, (1) electric and magnetic field features
and (2) particle features including their pitch‐angle distribution. Finally, we also discuss (3) the characteris-
tic purple or blue color of the observed auroral arcs.
5.1. Alfven Wave Signatures
In Figure 8b, strong variation of the electric field with an amplitude exceeding 40 mV/m (corresponding to
the ExB drift speed of 200 km/s) was observed at 0309–0313 UT. Figure 14 indicates a schematic picture of
the magnetospheric configuration expected from this field variation, assuming that these observed features
are electrostatic structures in the magnetosphere. Since Bx was negative, Arase was in the southern
Figure 13. Pitch‐angle distribution of medium‐energy ions from 14.5 to 184.2 keV measured by the MEP‐i onboard the
Arase satellite at 0230–0400 UT on 11 September 2018. The vertical dashed line indicates the reference time of 0310 UT.
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hemisphere. The Ey component shows a negative excursion at this time, providing ExB drift Vz in the negative
z direction, which is poleward perpendicular to the magnetic field. Because the outward orbital motion of
Arase is much slower than this plasma drift, Arase is expected to cross the region inward relative to the
plasma. The Ez component shows bipolar field variations, first negative and then positive. This provides
diverging electric field at the center of the bipolar field, which is opposite to that expected in the source of
the auroral arcs (e.g., Burke et al., 1982; Mozer & Hull, 2001). The converging electric field is observed at
both sides of this bipolar field as the decreases of Ez at 0309–0310 UT and 0312–0313 UT. The structures in
electron energy spectra in Figures 8f and 8g show an inverted‐V‐like enhancement at 0309–0315 UT, which
has different time or spatial scale than that of the bipolar structure (0309–0313 UT) in the electric field. The
poleward ExB drift of plasma and auroral arc at the substorm expansion phase may be understood as a
result of dipolarization and pileup of magnetic field in the inner magnetosphere as a response to the
earthward particle injection in the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere, as illustrated with the dashed
line in Figure 14. However, this magnetic field configuration does not hold the frozen‐in condition of
plasma on that field line, because inward plasma motion in the equatorial plane creates outward plasma
motion at higher latitudes. Thus, this magnetic field configuration requires additional current system at
off‐equator of the field line. Ebihara and Tanaka (2015) did indicate an off‐equator pressure bulge and
additional current system in the inner magnetosphere due to substorm plasma injection. The alternative
explanation of the observed poleward plasma motion is the tailward return flow at the side of flow vortex
associated with earthward plasma injection (e.g., Keiling et al., 2009).
The strong electric field variation at 0309–0313 UT in Figure 8b is similar to the strong oscillating electric
fields reported by Wygant et al. (2000) at the boundary between the plasma sheet and the tail lobe by using
the Polar satellite. They show that this oscillating electric field with amplitudes exceeding 100 mV/m has
Poynting flux of 1–2 ergs cm−2 s−1 systematically toward the ionosphere and is associated with intense aur-
oral structures observed by the Polar UVI imager. These observations indicate that their strong electric field
oscillation is not an electrostatic structure but is associated with Alfvén waves propagating earthward from
the tail and contributes to cause intense aurora. Keiling et al. (2002) further made a statistical analysis of
Poynting flux using 40 plasma sheet crossings by the Polar satellite. They showed that the majority of
Poynting flux events were identified as Alfvén waves, and large Poynting flux events were observed at the
outer edge of the plasma sheet.
In order to compare the present result with the previous results byWygant et al. (2000) andKeiling et al. (2002)
by the Polar satellite, we calculated field‐aligned Poynting flux, as shown in Figure 8e. The Poynting flux at
0309–0313 UT is first negative (earthward) and then positive (anti‐earthward). The large earthward
Poynting flux at the boundary of particle feature at 0309–0311 UT is similar to that by Wygant et al. (2000)
and Keiling et al. (2002). The amplitude of the Poynting flux (~1.0 mWm−2 ¼ 1.0 ergs cm−2 s−1) is also com-
parable to that reported by the literature. However, a large anti‐earthward flux is also observed at 0311–0313
UT, which is different from the previous studies.
Figure 14. Schematic picture of the magnetospheric configuration expected from the electric and magnetic field
variation at 0309–0313 UT in Figure 8 (not in scale). Dashed line indicates possible reconfiguration of magnetic field
due to substorm injection from the tail.
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In Figure 8, the plasma sheet electrons and ions were continuously observed through the plotted interval at
0230–0400 UT. Thus, the enhanced electric field variation and Poynting flux at 0309–0313 UT in the present
event were observed in the plasma sheet, not at its outer boundary, and thus seems to be different from those
reported by Wygant et al. (2000) and Keiling et al. (2002). The sudden enhancement of electron flux and
development of auroral arcs at ~0310 UT indicates that the strong electric field variation at 0309–0313 UT
at Arase was observed at a poleward boundary of the expanding auroral arcs in the plasma sheet, because
the observed Ey is basically negative, corresponding to the poleward ExB drift, as shown in Figure 14.
These considerations suggest that this large earthward Poynting flux is also caused by the dipolarization
of magnetic field in the inner magnetosphere as a response to the earthward particle injection in the equa-
torial plane of the magnetosphere, as illustrated with the dashed line in Figure 14.
The electron and ion spectra in Figures 8f–8i show enhancement at and after the occurrence of this large
Poynting flux at 0309–0313 UT. Considering that the negative Ey at 0309–0313 UT causes outward plasma
motion relative to the satellite as shown in Figure 14, the decreasing Ez with time (flow shear) at 0309–
0311 UT and 0312–0313 UT corresponds to a converging electric field that can create an upward
field‐aligned current and field‐aligned electron acceleration. These flow shears may be the source to create
these structured electrons and auroral arcs, as suggested by Hasegawa and Sato (1979) and Haerendel (1990).
It is interesting to note that downward Poynting fluxes were also observed at 0300–0305 UT and 0333–0340
UT and that these time intervals correspond to the structured electron spectra in Figure 8f.
We also estimated the possible Alfven speed from the measured amplitude of electric and magnetic field
variations at 0309–0313 UT, assuming that these field variations are caused by Alfven waves. If we take
the amplitude of electric and magnetic field as 40 mV/m in Ez and 40 nT in By, the Alfven speed is estimated
to be 40 mV/m/40 nT ¼ 1,000 km/s. On the other hand, the local Alfven velocity VA can be estimated by
VA¼ B / (nmμ)1/2 where n,m, and μ are local plasma density, ionmass, and permeability of vacuum, respec-
tively. The local plasma density was estimated to be ~15.1 cm−3 from the frequency of upper hybrid reso-
nance by PWE/HFA (Kumamoto et al., 2018) and the ambient magnetic field measured by MGF. Using
B ¼ 200 nT, the local Alfven velocity VA was estimated to be 1,100 km/s, which is fairly comparable to
the Alfven speed estimated from the Ez/By ratio, indicating that the observed electric and magnetic field
variations are caused by Alfven waves.
5.2. Fermi Acceleration and Upward Field‐Aligned Potential Difference
5.2.1. Structured and Nonstructured Electron Energy‐Time Spectra
In Figure 8g the energy spectra of plasma sheet electrons are structured in the source region of the auroral arcs
before 0340UT, while the spectra become less structured in the source of the diffuse aurora after 0340UT. This
difference is similar to those observed by low‐altitude satellites above discrete and diffuse auroras (e.g.,
Fukunishi et al., 1993; Shiokawa & Yumoto, 1993; Winningham et al., 1975). At the low‐altitude satellites,
the structured electrons are caused by the field‐aligned potential difference that accelerates electrons
downward and causes auroral arcs (discrete auroras) (e.g., Frank & Ackerson, 1971; Lin & Hoffman, 1979).
The field‐aligned potential difference usually exists at altitudes below 10,000 km (e.g., Reiff et al., 1988)
which is well below the altitude of the Arase satellite (~30,000 km) at 0310 UT. In order to see the
spectral features of downward and upward electrons in more detail, Figure 15 shows downward and
upward electron and ion energy spectra observed by LEP on board the Arase satellite at 0230–0400 UT
on 11 September 2018. Note that these spectra are shown as differential energy fluxes to see inverted‐
V‐like features more clearly, while those in Figure 8 are shown as differential number flux. The electron
spectra in Figures 15b and 15d sometimes show inverted‐V‐like features, for example, at 0309–0315 UT
and 0336–0339 UT. The white curves in Figures 15a, 15c, and 15d indicate the energies at which
downward electron energy fluxes in Figure 15d had their maxima. These peak energies indicate the
amount of upward field‐aligned potential difference above Arase. If such a potential difference exists,
the downward ions below these peak energies should have less fluxes, because the upward field‐aligned
potential difference reflects downgoing ions. We can see in Figure 15c that the downward ions below
these peak energies are missing in the energy spectra. This is evidence for the existence of an upward
field‐aligned potential difference above Arase. The timing of missing energy in the downward ions in
Figure 15c and the electron peak energy in white curves are slightly different. This may indicate perpen-
dicular ExB ion drift from the equatorial plane to the Arase altitudes. The 1 keV ions, which have a speed
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of 440 km/s in case of protons, take 1 min to propagate 4 Re. Thus, the background electric field can
cause perpendicular ion ExB drift which makes less correspondence between electron and ion spectra.
The upward ions in Figure 15a are also missing near the white curves (energies of electrons flux peak).
This may be because the upward ions mainly arise from reflection of downward ions due to mirror
force and upward field‐aligned potential difference.
In Figures 15a and 15c, the upward‐moving ions tend to have larger energy fluxes than the energy fluxes of
downward‐moving ions. Similar feature can be seen in Figures 13c and 13d at the main energy range of
plasma sheet ions. This fact suggests the existence of upward field‐aligned potential difference below the
Arase satellite, which accelerates ionospheric ions upward (e.g., Hirahara et al., 1996). Thus, the present
observations by Arase suggest that upward field‐aligned potential differences existed at high altitudes above
and below Arase which was close to the equatorial plane at a radial distance of ~5.8 Re at |MLAT| ~ 17°–18°
(altitudes: ~30,000 km). Based on measurements by the Cluster satellites, Alm et al. (2015) have statistically
concluded that the upper edge of the auroral acceleration region is observed at altitudes between 4.375 and
5.625 Re (radial distances of 5.375–6.625 Re). Their result is consistent with the present observation at a
radial distance of ~5.8 Re.
Chiu and Schulz (1978) have calculated possible height profile of static upward field‐aligned potential differ-
ence in the auroral acceleration region by assuming the quasi‐neutrality of space charge. The height profile
was determined to keep quasi‐neutrality of space charge among electrons and ions in the magnetosphere
and ionosphere under the magnetic mirror force, gravitational force, and electric force by field‐aligned
potential difference, under the given field‐aligned current which is driven by magnetospheric processes,
such as magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) processes as described by Hasegawa and Sato (1979). According
to their calculation, the upward field‐aligned potential difference can extend up to the magnetic field inten-
sity ratio B/B0 of ~500, where B and B0 are the magnetic field intensities in the ionosphere and in the top of
the upward field‐aligned potential difference. In the present study the ambient magnetic field intensity B0 is
~200 nT at Arase. Considering that the magnetic field intensity in the ionosphere is ~50,000 nT, the value
Figure 15. Energy‐time spectra of differential energy fluxes for upward (a) ions and (b) electrons and downward (c) ions
and (d) electrons at low energy ranges observed by the Arase satellite at 0230–0400 UT on 11 September 2018. The white
curves in panels (a), (c), and (d) indicate the peak energy of downward electron spectra in panel (d).
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B/B0 becomes 250, indicating that the Arase altitude is in the range of existence of upward field‐aligned
potential difference.
It is noteworthy that our observation was made in the inner magnetosphere (L ~ 6) where the magnetic field
intensity is stronger than that those in the tail plasma sheet. This makes the ratio B/B0 even smaller as com-
pared to the typical ratio of the tail. Thus, field‐aligned potential difference can expand to higher altitudes
than those at the outer magnetosphere. In other words, the upward field‐aligned potential difference at
the low‐latitude side of the auroral oval can extend closer to the equatorial plane in the inner magnetosphere
according to the quasi‐neutrality theory by Chiu and Schulz (1978).
Previous researches using satellites at middle and low altitudes have shown direct observations of
small‐scale field‐aligned electric field (e.g., Dombeck et al., 2013; Marklund, 1993) and possible mechanisms
to create it, such as double layer (e.g., Ergun et al., 2004) and kinetic Alfven waves (e.g., Chaston et al., 2003).
Mozer and Hull (2001) noted based on measurement by the Polar satellite that high‐altitude electron accel-
eration is required to carry the imposed field‐aligned current, consistent with the idea proposed by Chiu and
Schulz (1978). Ergun et al. (2000) further quantitatively investigate this process using static Vlasov simula-
tions and observations from the Fast Auroral SnapshoT (FAST) satellite. However, the relation between
the small‐scale field‐aligned electric fields, for example, double layers and kinetic Alfven waves, and the
large‐scale field‐aligned potential difference that is formed to maintain the imposed field‐aligned currents
with conserving quasi‐neutrality seems to be still not clear.
5.2.2. Bidirectional Field‐Aligned Electrons
One of the advantages of the present event being conjugate to the Arase satellite is that the detailed
pitch‐angle distribution is available from it during the conjugate pass. As shown in Figure 9, the bidirec-
tional field‐aligned electron fluxes are intermittently observed at 0309–0340 UT when Arase was in the
source region of the expanding auroral arcs, while the electron flux becomes more isotropic after 0340 UT
when Arase was in the source of the diffuse aurora. The intense bidirectional electrons at 0309–0315 UT
and 0333–0340 UT coincide with the enhancements of downward Poynting fluxes in Figure 8e.
There are three possible causes to generate the bidirectional field‐aligned electrons in the inner magneto-
sphere, that is, (1) Fermi acceleration in the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere (e.g., Hada et al., 1981;
Shiokawa et al., 2003; Smets et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2014); (2) the auroral electrons coming up from the
ionosphere (e.g., Klumpar, 1993); and (3) the upward field‐aligned potential difference above Arase (dis-
cussed in previous section) can also create a downward field‐aligned beam and refection by mirror force
can create an upward field‐aligned beam.
The bidirectional electrons at 0309–0340 UT in Figure 9 were observed in the source region of the auroral
arcs. However, by focusing on detailed flux distribution near the pitch angles of 0° and 180° in Figure 11,
we can see the loss‐cone features of less flux of upward electrons at the pitch angle less than 3°. Thus, it is
not likely that the auroral electron albedo is the source of the observed field‐aligned bidirectional electrons.
The loss cone of downward electrons at a pitch angle close to 180° seems to be filled as shown in Figure 11e.
The electrons with an energy of 10 keV take only 1 s to propagate 10 Re. On the other hand, the upward loss
cone was observed for more than 10 min in Figure 11. Thus, cross‐field drift would not be significant for the
present event.
The Fermi acceleration should occur when the earthward electron flow occurs. The negative Ey and thus
negative z direction of ExB drift in Figure 8 may contradict this idea of earthward flow. However, if we con-
sider that the earthward particle injection caused this negative ExB drift in the z direction, as shown in the
dashed magnetic field line in Figure 14, the bidirectional electrons may be caused by this earthward plasma
injection through the Fermi‐type electron acceleration. The downward Poynting flux and the associated
electric field variations suggest existence of plasma flow and/or particle injections in the equatorial plane
of the magnetosphere which can cause the Fermi acceleration.
Bidirectional field‐aligned electrons were not observed after 0340 UT when the Arase satellite was in the
source of the diffuse aurora. Since electric field variations were not significant in this region, the Fermi accel-
eration may not occur. This fact also indicates that the auroral electron albedo suggested by Klumpar (1993)
does not cause bidirectional electrons in the diffuse auroral region. The loss cone of upward electrons at ~0°
is seen in Figure 11f, while the loss cone of downward electrons at ~180° seems to be filled in Figure 11e.
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Figure 16 shows detailed pitch‐angle distributions (a, d, g), phase space density (PSD, b, e, h), and differential
energy flux (c, f, i) of electrons at low energy ranges observed by LEP‐e onboard the Arase satellite at
0312:05–0312:53 UT (a, b, and c, in the inverted‐V region), 0338:04–0338:52 UT (d, e, and f, in the
inverted‐V region), and 0351:07–0351:55 UT (g, h, and i, in the diffuse aurora) on 11 September 2018.
Figures 16a and 16d clearly show that highly field‐aligned electrons exist at low energy ranges below a
few keV, showing cigar‐like shape in the pitch‐angle distribution. These electrons correspond to those accel-
erated by field‐aligned potential difference, providing another evidence of the electron acceleration in the
inverted‐V region. At higher energies, above ~10 keV, Figures 16a and 16d also show rugby‐ball‐shape
Figure 16. Pitch‐angle distributions (a, d, g), phase space density (PSD, b, e, h), and differential energy flux (c, f, i) of electrons at low energy ranges observed by
the Arase satellite at 0312:05–0312:53 UT (a, b, c), 0338:04–0338:52 UT (d, e, f), and 0351:07–0351:55 UT (g, h, i) on 11 September 2018.
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distribution with slightly higher fluxes in field‐aligned directions at 0°– 45° and 135°–180° compared with
those at perpendicular directions. This rugby‐ball distribution is probably caused by the Fermi acceleration
associated with the field dipolarization. Wang et al. (2014) showed using THEMIS probes and model calcu-
lations that higher‐energy electrons above a few keV are more effectively accelerated by Fermi acceleration
after field dipolarization, while Fermi acceleration for electrons below 1 keV is ineffective. Their suggestion
is consistent with the present result shown in Figure 16. In Figure 16g in the diffuse auroral region, the
pitch‐angle distribution becomes more isotropic except for energies below ~1 keV. The differential energy
flux in Figure 16f shows a clear monoenergetic peak at ~2 keV, which is typically observed in the
inverted‐V structure at low‐altitude satellites, while Figure 16c show enhancement of energy fluxes over
all the measured energy range.
5.2.3. Time‐Pitch‐Angle Dispersion of Ions
As shown in Figures 12 and 13, the ion pitch‐angle distribution shows time dispersion, that is, the ions with
0° pitch angle (anti‐earthward) comes later compared to those of 180° (earthward). By a closer look of
Figure 12, we notice that this time delay occurs only for ions at 0°–90°, while the ions at 180°–90° appear
nearly simultaneously (e.g., 0235 UT and 0322 UT in Figure 12e and 0315–0320 UT in Figures 12c and
12d). This may indicate the reflection of earthward ions by the upward field‐aligned potential difference
and the magnetic mirror force. As the pitch‐angle become closer to 0°, the reflection (mirror) point shifts
to lower altitudes, and thus, more time delay is expected. The proton with an energy of 4,618 eV in
Figure 12e has a speed of 940 km/s. Thus, it takes ~1 min to propagate 10 Re along the magnetic field line.
This value is consistent with the observed time delay of 0° ions (~1 min) in Figure 12e. The electrons with an
energy of 10 keV take only 1 s to propagate 10 Re.
5.3. Purple/Blue Auroral Emission
The auroral photos in the present event is characterized by green and purple or blue auroral emission at the
bottom and top of the images, forming tall auroral ray structures, as shown in Figure 4. This purple/blue
emission at the top part of aurora is known as auroral color class f (blue‐ or purple‐dominant) by the
International Auroral Atlas (International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics [IUGG], 1963) and is consid-
ered to be caused by resonant scattering of sunlight by the N2
+ ions (e.g., Bates, 1949; Chamberlain, 1961;
Hunten, 2003; Rees, 1959). The purple color can be a mixture of blue emission at wavelengths of
427.8 nm from N2
+ ions and red emission of 630.0 nm from O atoms.
Using the location of the stars of the Big Dipper in the photos in Figure 4c, we have estimated the location of
the aurora and their sunlit condition. If we assume the height of the green aurora at the star Merak (elevation:
23.0°) to be 120 km, the geographic location of this auroral arc becomes (58.9 N, 298.3 E). The shadow height of
sunlight at this location at 0315 UT is 705 km. Thus, the height above 705 km is under the sunlit condition,
preferable for the resonant scattering of sunlight by auroral N2
+ ions. On the other hand, the purple/blue
aurora can be seen at the location of Duhbe (elevation: 28.5°) where the height of the aurora is estimated to
be 153 km if it is located at the same geographic location (58.9 N, 298.3E). Thus, the purple/blue auroras in
the present event seem to appear below the shadow height of the sunlight. One speculation is that the
high‐energy structured electrons above a few keV observed by Arase in Figure 8g can reach low altitudes
down to ~120 km and ionize nitrogen molecules to N2
+ ions. The ionized N2
+ ions may move upward along
geomagnetic field line by some processes and be excited to N2
+(1NG) states by the observed lower energy
electrons below a few keV in Figure 8g at high altitudes to create purple/blue auroral arcs.
It is interesting to note that the purple/blue aurora in the present event was observed during a weak geomag-
netic storm that occurred in association with the arrival of a CIR. Similar purple/blue auroras associated
with the CIR arrival were reported by Shiokawa et al. (2018) based on a ground‐based observation at
Husafell, Iceland. Shiokawa et al. (2019) indicated based on statistical study of purple/blue emission from
N2
+ ions at a wavelength of 427.8 nm measured by a photometer over 14 years at Athabasca, Canada, that
the 427.8 nm emission exceeds 100 Rayleighs when solar wind speed and density is high. Their result sug-
gests that the solar wind structures typically observed at the arrival of CIRs can be responsible for the high
427.8 nm emission. The present observation also provides a support for these previous papers on the associa-
tion of purple/blue auroras with CIRs in the solar wind.
Another interesting point in the present observation is that in Figure 5, the regions of purple/blue aurora in
the northeastern sky and the diffuse aurora are clearly separated, even after the time when the diffuse aurora
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covers nearly the whole sky. The magnetospheric source region of the purple/blue aurora seems to be clearly
separated from that of the diffuse aurora. In Figure 8g, the electron energy spectra in the source of the
auroral arcs have higher differential flux at lower energies below a few keV, while the source electrons of
diffuse auroras show more flux at and above ~10 keV. The lower energy electrons below a few keV may
contribute to creating purple/blue auroral arcs by creating N2
+ ions at higher altitudes.
6. Conclusions
We report a unique observation of plasma and electric and magnetic fields in the source region of green and
purple/blue auroral arcs and diffuse auroras in the inner magnetosphere using conjugate measurements by
ground‐based instruments at Nain, Canada (~66° MLAT), and the Arase satellite at 0230–0400 UT on 11
September 2018. The purple/blue/green auroral arcs started to brighten and expanded to both equatorward
and poleward from ~0310 UT in the northwestern sky of Nain associated with the expansion phase of a sub-
storm during the main phase of a weak geomagnetic storm which was caused by the arrival of a CIR in the
solar wind. The sky was cloudy after 0320 UT, but we could recognize that the sky was mostly covered by the
diffuse auroras after 0348 UT. The riometer data show two major absorptions at 0310–0322 UT and after
0340 UT, corresponding to the observed activations of discrete and diffuse auroras, respectively. The
Arase footprint remained in the north to west of Nain at 0300–0400 UT, observing the source of these auroral
arcs and diffuse auroras in the inner magnetosphere at L ¼ 6.0–6.5 Re at −15° to −20° MLAT.
Figure 17 summarizes the particle and field signatures observed by the Arase satellite and their implications
for (a) auroral arcs (discrete auroras) and (b) diffuse auroras. They are summarized as follows.
1. The energy spectra of plasma sheet electrons are structured in the source region of the auroral arcs before
0340 UT, while the spectra become less structured in the source of the diffuse auroras after 0340 UT.
These features are similar to those observed at low‐altitude satellites above discrete and diffuse auroras.
The structured electron spectra sometimes show inverted‐V‐like features, and the downward ions
below the peak energy of these electron structures tend to be missing. The upward‐moving ions tend
to have larger fluxes than the downward‐moving ions. These facts suggest that the upward auroral
field‐aligned potential difference exists above and below Arase at high altitudes close to the equatorial
plane at radial distances of ~5.8 Re at |MLAT| ~ 17°–18° (altitudes: ~30,000 km). Considering the
Figure 17. Schematic picture of the particle and field signatures observed by the Arase satellite and their implications for
(a) auroral arcs (discrete auroras) before 0340 UT and (b) diffuse auroras after 0340 UT.
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calculation of quasi‐neutrality in the upward potential difference by Chiu and Schulz (1978), we suggest
that the upward field‐aligned potential difference at low‐latitude side of the auroral oval can extend close
to the equatorial plane in the inner magnetosphere.
2. Strong electric field fluctuations with a maximum amplitude exceeding 40 mV/m with large earthward
and tailward Poynting fluxes (~1.0 mWm−2), which are similar to those reported byWygant et al. (2000),
were observed at the beginning of the arc crossing at 0309–0313 UT, while the structured electrons that
probably correspond to the auroral arcs were continuously observed at 0309–0340 UT. At 0309–0313 UT,
the Ez shows a bipolar change from negative to positive, while Ey shows a negative excursion, suggesting
a poleward ExB drift. The magnetic field shows weak dipolarization in this time interval. The poleward
ExB drift can be understood as high‐latitude plasma response to the earthward particle injection asso-
ciated with field dipolarization, as shown in dashedmagnetic field in Figure 14. We suggest that the large
Poynting flux is also caused by the dipolarization of magnetic field in the inner magnetosphere. We also
suggest that the auroral arcs observed on the ground are also caused by flow shear associated with this
dipolarization through the MHD processes to drive upward field‐aligned currents.
3. Bidirectional field‐aligned electrons were observed at 0309–0340 UT in the source region of auroral arcs,
while the electron flux becamemore isotropic after 0340 UT in the source of the diffuse aurora. Loss‐cone
features of less flux at pitch angles less than 3° for upward electrons were recognized in both regions.
The intense bidirectional electrons coincide with the enhancements of downward Poynting fluxes. We
conclude that these bidirectional electrons are caused by earthward plasma injection through the
Fermi‐type electron acceleration at energies above a few keV and by upward field‐aligned potential
difference at energies below a few keV. We also conclude that the auroral electron albedo from the
ionosphere is not likely to cause the field‐aligned bidirectional electrons in the source magnetosphere.
4. The ion pitch‐angle distribution shows time dispersion, that is, the ions with 0–90° pitch angles
(anti‐earthward) comes later compared to those of 90–180° (earthward) with a maximum time delay of
~1 min. We conclude that this time‐pitch angle dispersion was caused by the reflection of earthward ions
by upward field‐aligned potential difference and the magnetic mirror force.
In addition to the above conclusions, we have also analyzed the observed purple/blue auroral arcs in detail.
By assuming the height of the green auroral arc at the star Merak to be 200 km, we estimated the height of
the purple/blue auroral arc at the star Dubhe to be 254 km, which is below the shadow height (625 km) of the
sunlit ionosphere. The region of purple/blue auroral arc and the diffuse aurora is clearly separated, even
after the time when the diffuse aurora covered nearly the whole sky. The lower energy electrons below a
few keV observed in the structured electron spectra may contribute to create purple/blue auroral arcs by
creating N2
+ ions at higher altitudes.
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